NEW PRODUCTS

The latest products on the market reviewed

NEW 4X4 GATOR FINANCE DEAL

John Deere Financial has announced a new interest-free finance programme for Gator 4x4 utility vehicles. UK customers may order any new HPX or XUV Gator model from their John Deere dealer at any time until 30th September 2012. The offer is for 2 plus 22 monthly payments at zero per cent interest, with the amount financed limited to 60 per cent of the retail value. John Deere manufactures the widest range of utility vehicles in the industry.

The four-wheel drive HPX and XUV Gator utility vehicles are ruggedly designed for a wide range of transporting, loading, hauling and general materials handling duties, especially in challenging off-road conditions.

Other credit profiles are available on request, and the availability of finance is subject to status and terms and conditions – further details are available at www.JohnDeereFinancial.co.uk or from John Deere dealers nationwide.

FINANCE DEAL

NeW 4x4 Gator

Options include fully enclosed cabins, a wide range of tyres, a road homologation kit, rear hitch, utility trailer, front and rear blades and a winch. Other manufacturers also sell a number of specialist attachments to further increase the Gator’s versatility; these include seeders, sprayers, spreaders, trailers, line markers, snow blowers, containers and tool holders.

The offer is for 2 plus 22 monthly payments at zero per cent interest on request, and the availability of finance is subject to status and terms and conditions – further details are available at www.JohnDeereFinancial.co.uk or from John Deere dealers nationwide.
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No fuel, no oil, and that means no chance of leaks on turf and no fumes polluting the atmosphere – according to Broadwood International. The TurfEx 145000 hopper dresser is electrically operated with a semi-sealed 12 volt DC motor and is designed to mount in the bed of utility vehicles.

Broadwood International will be at SALTEX 2012, displaying five ranges of snow, turf and amenity equipment. In the SnowEx range two new salt spreaders will be on show.

The Grass Group can always be relied upon to have new products at Saltes – and 2012 is no exception. No less than two new machines from Trilo and a SMART new multi-purpose mower from ATT. Making its debut is the Trilo C15 (above), a fully mounted PTO driven flail/scarifier collector with a working width of 1.5m. A multipurpose machine, this robust and compact unit will cut and collect grass from rough or fine areas, scarify and collect leaves, moss, horse droppings and other debris. Fitted with 3mm scarifying blades, the Trilo C15 will, in one pass, leave an aerated and well-groomed finish - regenerating stale ground. The 18 wind paddles fitted to the heavy duty, finely balanced rotor ensure a thorough uptake of material into the 1.1M3 capacity hopper. The material is discharged by operating the 4in x 4in mounted single acting hydraulic lever which raises the rear of the hopper, allowing compact tidy heaps to be deposited at disposal sites. Specifically designed for tractors of 28HP and above, the Trilo C15 has a single acting hydraulic system to operate the hopper emptying mechanism.

ATT’s refined INFiNiCut pedestrian mower is SMART in many ways. A visually striking machine, INFiNiCut is a mower first and the world’s only complete, walk behind, turf refinement cassette system second. Energised by INFiNiPower, the unit can be powered by a battery unit for those areas close to buildings, and then switched over to the hybrid energy/generator for locations further away – all in the field without the need to return to the workshop. The electronic control offers three different forward speeds for user selection independent of the reel speed. This speed selection is critical for the different SMART cassettes available – be it cutting, scarifying, grooming, vibration levelling or any job that the nine cassettes can carry out.

Vanmac BV, the manufacturer of the Trilo brand, also announce the Trilo R3 (below) a smaller vacuum sweeper to work at 1.5 metres wide to hard at get areas where ground pressure and dimensions matter.

The Verti-Top’s rotary brush ingeniously removes surface dirt and the top 2 - 12mm of infill, and then filters out debris by using a vibrating mechanism.

The cleaned infill is then redistributed evenly over the surface, and an adjustable rear brush ensures a smooth finish. During the process a powerful vacuum system sucks action to lift the fine particles such as dust, hair and broken fibres into a filter bag.

**THE GRASS GROUP ANNOUNCES ATT AND TRILΟ LINE-UP FOR SALTEX 2012**

**CHARTERHOUSE LAUNCH REDEXIM VERTI-TOP 1200**

The Redexim Vert-Top 1200, appearing at Saltes, will find use in confined spaces. The high lift rate machine has a 1.2M (47.2”) working width and weighs only 360kg that will only require a 25HP tractor with a 400kg lift capacity.

The infill material used in synthetic systems must be kept free of litter and debris to prevent the accumulation of dirt and bacteria, as well as potentially harmful fragments like glass splinters. The Verti-Top 1200 maintains the synthetic turf by removing, cleaning and redistributing the infill material.

The VertiTop’s rotary brush ingeniously removes surface dirt and the top 2 - 12mm of infill, and then filters out debris by using a vibrating mechanism. The cleaned infill is then redistributed evenly over the surface, and an adjustable rear brush ensures a smooth finish. During the process a powerful vacuum system sucks action to lift the fine particles such as dust, hair and broken fibres into a filter bag.